FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
February 4 – March 4, 2006
Reception: Saturday, February 4, 6-8 PM
WE BUILD THE WORLDS INSIDE OUR HEADS:
Scott Anderson, Todd Hebert, Elizabeth Huey, Daniel Rich, Alexia Stamatiou.
In the project space:
LITTLE MAN: Ion Birch
Freight + Volume is pleased to announce: “We Build The Worlds Inside Our Heads” – a group exhibition featuring five
emerging artists (coupled with a solo project by Ion Birch entitled “Little Man”), who delve into the representation of
memory, intelligence and states of mind by isolating familiar, oft-abstract sociological structures and then welcoming
them into their individually-oriented narrative worlds.
Six soldiers, reported by an unofficial military newspaper to be on a mission to kill the Antichrist, were
charged Thursday with desertion from their intelligence unit in West Germany, Pentagon spokesman said. A
friend also told another newspaper that one of the soldiers arrested in this Florida Panhandle city, a hotbed
for UFO sightings, was interested in unidentified flying objects and wanted to attend a UFO convention in
nearby Pensacola. – Northwest Florida Daily News, 1990.
There are four basic groups in Chinatown right now,” says Mesler. “The old gallery owners who don’t want
anything to change, the old businessmen who don’t want anything to change, the real-estate speculators
who want to carve the place up into high-priced chunks, and the business-improvement people who want to
bring in Starbucks.” – LA Weekly, 2003.
For our struggle is not against flesh and blood, but against the rulers, against the authorities, against the
powers of this dark world and against the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly realm. – Ephesians 6:12.
As America mobilized its military in preparations for what appeared to be an inevitable invasion of Iraq,
some local hoteliers argued that the buildup to war had been pretty good for business. As American and
Allied forces increased in the Persian Gulf region, along with an international press corps jockeying for
position to be the first to cover the outbreak of hostilities, hotels in Kuwait City and elsewhere in the vicinity
were packed. – Nation’s Restaurant News, 2003.
For believers it will be a time of incredible blessing. For the majority of those still alive (after the seven long
weary years of tribulation) it will be a time of "mourning." They will weep that they have been left behind and
have forfeited the many blessings God had prepared for them. – LeftBehind.com
Sexual intercourse (according to Bishop Jeremy Taylor) should be “moderate, so as to consist with one’s
heath.” But “without violent transporting desires, or too sensual applications.” – Sexual Morality in the
World’s Religions.
For more information please contact: C. Sean Horton (Director) or Nick Lawrence (Owner) at 212-989-8700 or
info@freightandvolume.com. Images and additional information available at www.freightandvolume.com.

